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Kinetochores assemble on centromeres (CENs) via histone H3 variant CENP-A and low 

levels of CEN transcripts. RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) activity is restrained by the CEN 

histone code, while CEN RNA concentrations are reduced by the nuclear exosome. Using S. 

cerevisiae, we add kinase Rio1 to this scheme as it downregulates RNAPII, and promotes 

CEN RNA turnover via exoribonuclease Rat1. Transcription factor Cbf1, and the assembled 

kinetochore further restrain CEN transcription. CEN transcripts exist as long (up to 11,000nt) 

and short RNAs (119±40nt), which may underlie CEN identity and kinetochore recruitment. 

While also curtailed by Rio1, Rat1, and the exosome, periCEN RNAs (<200nt) accumulate 

at levels that are one order of magnitude higher than the CEN transcripts. Depleting Rio1 

causes CEN and periCEN RNA buildup, kinetochore malformation, and chromosome loss. 

Depleting human orthologue RioK1 leads to CEN RNA accumulation and micronuclei 

formation, suggesting that Rio1/RioK1 activity at centromeres is conserved. 
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Low levels of CEN transcripts embed in centromeric chromatin to promote kinetochore 

recruitment. Indeed, kinetochore proteins including histone H3 variant CENP-A (Cse4 in S. 

cerevisiae), CENP-C (Mif2), and Aurora B (Ipl1) bind to both centromeric DNA and RNA1-

4. As demonstrated with yeast and human cells, excessive or insufficient levels of CEN 

transcripts interfere with kinetochore recruitment5-11. Inflated CEN RNA concentrations 

characterize various malignancies12-15 suggesting that centromere dysregulation may 

contribute to kinetochore malformation, resulting in chromosome mis-segregation and 

aneuploidy; a hallmark of cancer. 

Low RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) activity at metazoan centromeres adheres to the 

histone code10,16-18, which remains poorly understood in S. cerevisiae. Inclusion of histone 

H2A variant H2A.Z, normally associated with gene activation, represses CEN transcription 

in budding yeast19,20. CEN RNA levels are further kept low by the RNA-degrading nuclear 

exosome21. Regulatory factors that impinge on RNAPII to modulate its activity at centromeres 

remain unidentified in all eukaryotes. 

To ensure kinetochore assembly on the core centromere only, fission yeast22,23 and 

likely metazoans as well9,24-26, intensively transcribe its flanking sequences. The generated 

transcripts are then processed into short interfering siRNAs that recruit histone-modifying 

enzymes and heterochromatin-binding proteins, which compact the local chromatin to 

insulate the centromere core. However, neither the transcription from the non-coding CEN-

flanking pericentromeric domains, nor the RNAs produced from them have yet been studied 

in S. cerevisiae. As budding yeast did not evolve the siRNA pathway, it may use alternative 

routes to modulate centromere and pericentromere activity, which could well be conserved to 

higher species. 

We previously reported that S. cerevisiae kinase Rio1 downregulates RNA 

polymerase I (RNAPI) at the rDNA (nucleolus), while also promoting 35S pre-rRNA 
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processing via the SSU processome. Both activities clear the rDNA, allowing for its 

condensation and segregation27. Imaging and genetic interaction analyses placed Rio1 also at 

kinetochores/centromeres28, suggesting it might also regulate CEN RNA production (by 

RNAPII) and processing. 

At S-phase entry, yeast centromeric nucleosomes and kinetochores disassemble, 

allowing (i) the replisome to move through the centromere, (ii) RNAPII to transcribe the CEN 

DNA, (iii) centromeric R-loops to be resolved, and (iv) excess CEN RNAs to be degraded. 

Within five minutes, centromeric nucleosomes reform, CEN transcripts become embedded, 

and kinetochores reassemble29. Since Rio1 levels peak at centromeres in early-S-phase, it 

might participation in one or more of the above activities. Indeed, treating Rio1-depleted yeast 

with an RNAPII inhibitor established an involvement of the kinase in both the synthesis and 

turnover of CEN transcripts. Rio1 contributes to phosphorylation of the C-terminal domain 

of RNAPII subunit Rpb1, which dictates RNAPII activity. RNAPII downregulation is 

reinforced by repressive transcription factor Cbf1 and the assembled kinetochore itself. Rio1 

lowers CEN RNA levels via 5’-3’ exoribonuclease Rat1, which acts in parallel to the 3’-5’ 

nuclear exosome. We further identify very long CEN transcripts of up to 11,000nts in length, 

a large pool of CEN RNAs with lengths between 200-5000nt, next to short (<200nt) CEN 

transcripts (119±40nt). Most of the latter (85%) overlap the centromeric CDEIII subsequence 

and its right-flanking domain onto which the kinetochore CBF3 core complexes assemble and 

via which the kinetochore (starting with the CCAN kinetochore protein network) is recruited. 

Ten percent of the CEN transcripts overlapping CDEIII also cover CDEII, onto which the 

CEN nucleosome binds. Five percent of the CEN transcripts overlap with CDEI and its left-

flanking region, onto which CEN transcription factor Cbf1 and a second network of CCAN 

kinetochore proteins binds30. 
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While Rio1, Rat1, and the nuclear exosome also downregulate pericentromere 

transcript levels, the concentrations of these RNAs exceed those deriving from the 

centromeres with at least one order of magnitude, depending on the chromosome. periCEN 

transcripts are similarly long (11,000nt) but mostly exist as short <200nt oligomers. Upon 

Rio1 depletion, RNAPII activity at centromeres and pericentromeres becomes derepressed, 

CEN and periCEN RNA levels rise, also due to reduced degradation, resulting in an untimely 

assembly of kinetochores that are also structurally faulty, which culminates in chromosome 

mis-segregation. The here-identified roles of Rio1 appear to be conserved as human cells 

depleted of orthologue RioK1 similarly suffered from elevated CEN RNA levels and 

micronuclei formation (representing mis-segregated and damaged chromosomes). 

 

RESULTS 

Characterization of budding yeast CEN and periCEN transcripts 

In S. cerevisiae, CEN transcription and the transcripts themselves have been studied only 

minimally due to their extremely low concentrations21, while the non-coding periCEN 

transcripts have not even been characterized yet. To examine both, we subjected two mid-

exponential cultures of both wild-type yeast and a trf4∆ mutant, which is defective in nuclear 

exosome activity, to HiSeq RNA-Sequencing analysis. CEN and periCEN transcripts were 

distinguished, and those present in at least two of the four samples were mapped onto the 

yeast genome (Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 1a). In wild-type yeast, CEN RNAs measured up 

to 11,000nt (Fig. 1b), much longer than hitherto reported (400-1,700nt20,31), and originated 

far upstream from the CEN sequence (confirmed by PCR analysis; transcript start and 

termination sites in Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 1a). While CEN transcripts with lengths 

between 200-5,000nt were most abundant, a highly reproducible pool of short CEN RNAs 

(119±40nt) covering the centromere sequences (117±2nt) were identified (Fig. 1b, Extended 
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Data Fig. 1b), suggesting pre-CEN transcript processing and/or short CEN transcript 

production. Most (85%) of the short CEN RNAs overlapped the centromeric CDEIII sequence 

and its right-flanking region, onto which the most upstream kinetochore CBF3 complexes and 

the CCAN kinetochore network bind to recruit the additional downstream kinetochore 

subunits. Ten percent of the transcripts additionally harbor the centromeric CDEII sequence, 

which recruits and bends around the CEN nucleosome. Five percent of the CEN transcripts 

comprised CDEI and its left-flanking sequence, onto which CEN transcription factor Cbf1 

and a second network of CCAN proteins binds30 (Extended Data Fig. 1b). In general, the CEN 

transcripts occurred at a few molecules per cell, corresponding to 10-6 of ACT1 mRNA levels 

measured (Extended Data Figs. 2a,3a). The periCEN transcripts were also very long 

(11,000nt, Fig. 1c) but existed mostly as heterogeneous <200nt transcripts (Fig. 1c), 

suggesting processing. Noteworthy, the periCEN transcript levels exceeded those of the CEN 

RNAs with at least one order of magnitude, depending on the chromosome (Figs. 1b,c; 

Extended Data Fig. 2). 

 

Rio1 downregulates CEN and periCEN RNA levels peaking in early S-phase 

We previously localized Rio1 to the rDNA (nucleolus) and centromeres27,28. By 

phosphorylating subunit Rpa43, Rio1 removes RNAPI from the rDNA. The kinase also 

promotes 35S pre-rRNA cleavage by the SSU processome. Both interventions allow for rRNA 

condensation and segregation in late anaphase27. To now probe its activity at centromeres, we 

depleted Rio1 -carrying an auxin-inducible degron (Rio1-AID)- with 500µM auxin in 45 min 

(Extended Data Fig. 3b). Compared to mock treatment, a 5-, 9-and 22-fold increase in CEN8, 

CEN5 and CEN3 RNA levels was measured, respectively, in the auxin-treated cells. In 

parallel, periCEN8, periCEN5 and periCEN3 RNA concentrations rose 8-, 25-, and 8- to 50-

fold, respectively (Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 3c). Despite periCEN RNA levels being much 
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higher than the CEN transcript concentrations, their stronger relative increase upon Rio1 

depletion implies that Rio1 more potently restrains the accumulation of periCEN RNAs. 

Next, RT-qPCR analysis of yeast released from late G1 and tracked trough the cell 

cycle via budding state and spindle pole (Spc110-mCherry) distribution, revealed that CEN 

and periCEN RNA levels peak in early S-phase, when the CEN and periCEN regions 

replicate. The periCEN transcripts prevailed at much higher levels, as expected (Fig. 2b, 

Extended Data Fig. 3d). CEN and periCEN transcript concentrations then decreased through 

S-phase. In metaphase, CEN RNAs became undetectable while periCEN transcripts remained 

at low levels. At anaphase onset, the numbers for both started to rise, to then peak in S-phase 

(Fig. 2b). In yeast depleted of Rio1, which is characterized by a 15-minute S-phase delay (due 

to impeded rDNA replication27), the cell cycle profiles of the CEN and periCEN RNAs were 

maintained, albeit at levels that were 10-20‒fold higher than those measured in the mock-

treated cells (Fig. 2b). To probe whether the localization of Rio1 correlates with the above 

RNA profiles, we tracked 6Myc-Rio1 (anti-Myc immunofluorescence imaging) from late G1 

through the cell cycle. Kinetochore protein Ndc80-3GFP (anti-GFP) acted as the reference 

(Fig. 2c). A dynamic Rio1 localization pattern emerged, matching those of the CEN and 

periCEN RNAs, suggesting a functional relationship with them. Since intracellular Rio1 

protein levels remained stable (Fig. 2c), its dynamics likely reflected nuclear import and 

export, given that Rio1 accumulated in the nucleus of nuclear export mutant crm1-132. 

To determine whether kinetochore occupancy restrains local RNAPII activity, we 

released wild-type yeast and the temperature-sensitive ndc10-1 mutant from late G1 at 37°C, 

at which Ndc10-1 becomes inactive and unable to initiate kinetochore recruitment as a 

member of the CBF3 complex33. We observed the typical cell cycle profile for CEN RNAs 

albeit at concentrations that were 20-175‒fold higher (depending on the centromere) than 

those measured in wild-type yeast (Fig. 2d). This finding suggests that bound kinetochores 
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curb CEN transcription, contributing to the decrease in CEN RNA levels after early S-phase 

(Fig. 2b). 

 

Rio1, Cbf1, and RNase H regulate RNAPII activity at centromeres and pericentromeres 

Centromere transcription factor Cbf1 was reported to activate34 and repress20,31 CEN 

transcription. Compared to wild-type yeast, we measured a 2.5-, 3- and 7.5-fold increase in 

CEN8, CEN3, and CEN5 RNA levels, respectively (Fig. 3a), in the cbf1 mutant, indicating 

that Cbf1 downregulates RNAPII activity. However, its impact was less than that of Rio1 

since CEN RNA numbers increased 4-, 25-, and 10-fold, respectively, in Rio1-depleted yeast 

(Fig. 3a). Eliminating both (cbf1 RIO1-AID strain + 500µM auxin) triggered an additive 

increase in CEN RNA levels (Fig. 3a), suggesting that Cbf1 and Rio1 independently 

downregulate centromere transcript levels. 

To determine whether Rio1 curbs RNAPII activity at centromeres and pericentromeres, 

we measured local RNAPII occupancy (anti-RNAPII ChIP followed by qPCR analysis) in 

Rio1-AID cells released from late G1 in the presence or absence of auxin. While RNAPII 

levels peaked in early S-phase, it was also present in G1 and metaphase (Fig. 3b), albeit at 

significantly lower numbers, suggesting reduced transcription activity at centromeres and 

pericentromeres in both cell cycle stages (Fig. 2b). Since local RNAPII occupancy did not 

significantly change in cells depleted of Rio1 (Fig. 3b), the latter seems involved in regulating 

RNAPII transcription activity. To examine this hypothesis, we probed the phosphorylation 

state of the C-terminal domain (CTD) of RNAPII subunit Rpb1, which dictates the RNAPII 

transcription cycle. The CTD comprises 26 repeats of heptamer Tyr1-Ser2-Pro3-Thr4-Ser5-

Pro6-Ser7. Phosphorylated Ser5 (P-Ser5) and P-Ser7 underlie transcription initiation; P-Tyr1, 

P-Ser2, P-Ser5, and P-Ser7 promote elongation; whereas P-Ser2 and P-Thr4 mediate 

termination35. S-phase Rio1-AID cells containing or depleted of Rio1 were submitted to ChIP 
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using monoclonal antibodies recognizing each of the five phosphorylatable residues. qPCR 

analyses of the immunoprecipitated CEN/periCEN chromatin revealed a highly reproducible 

reduction (40%) in Thr4 and Ser7 phosphorylation in the auxin-treated cells (Fig. 3c). The 

drop in P-Thr4 and P-Ser7 levels associates local Rio1 activity with a downregulation of 

RNAPII initiation, elongation, and termination. 

To further examine this hypothesis, we released Rio1-AID cells from late G1 in the 

presence or absence of auxin and RNAPII inhibitor thiolutin36. While CEN and periCEN 

transcript levels increased upon Rio1 depletion, treating the Rio1-depleted cells with 3µM 

thiolutin limited CEN and periCEN RNA accumulation (Fig. 4a), indicating that the elevated 

levels of CEN and periCEN transcripts in the absence of Rio1 were in part due to de-repressed 

RNAPII activity. 

During transcription, R-loops are resolved by RNases H1 and H2 to prevent RNAPII 

from stalling. When both RNases were removed and Rio1 depleted (rnh1∆ rnh2∆ RIO1-AID 

strain + 500µM auxin), CEN and periCEN RNA levels dropped with 50-80% (Fig. 4b), 

attesting that R-loops curtail RNAPII activity at centromeres and pericentromeres20,31,37. 

 

Rio1 promotes CEN and periCEN RNA turnover 

Since thiolutin treatment did not annihilate the accumulation of CEN and periCEN transcripts 

in the Rio1-depleted cells (Fig. 4a), Rio1 must also contribute to their turnover. The TRAMP 

(Trf4/Air2/Mtr4 Polyadenylation) complex together with the nuclear exosome degrade CEN 

RNAs in S. cerevisiae21. Indeed, depleting TRAMP activity (TRF4-AID strain + 500µM 

auxin) led to a significant increase in CEN and periCEN transcript levels (Fig. 4c, Extended 

Data Fig. 4). Depleting both Rio1 and Trf4 (RIO1-AID TRF4-AID strain + 500µM auxin) led 

to an additive accumulation of CEN RNAs, demonstrating that Rio1 and the exosome promote 

CEN transcript turnover in parallel (Fig. 4c, Extended Data Fig. 4). The periCEN transcripts 
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also increased when Rio1 was removed in Trf4-depleted cells, albeit to a lesser extent, 

indicating that while both act in parallel, additional turnover activities might intervene to 

prevent an excessive buildup of periCEN transcripts. 

Exoribonuclease Rat1 trims cleaved pre-rRNA fragments38 and degrades telomeric 

repeat-containing RNAs (TERRA)39. It also promotes transcription termination of RNAPI40 

and RNAPII41,42, contributes to the initiation-elongation transition43, mRNA splicing44, and 

the decay of uncapped or splicing-defective mRNAs44,45. Strong genetic interactions between 

mutants in Rat1 and myriad kinetochore proteins46 suggested an involvement of this RNase 

in CEN transcript turnover. Indeed, depleting Rat1 (RAT1-AID strain + 500µM auxin) 

triggered a strong increase in CEN RNA levels, similar to those measured in Rio1-depleted 

cells (Fig 4c, Extended Data Fig. 4). Removing both Rio1 and Rat1 (RIO1-AID RAT1-AID 

strain + 500µM auxin) did not reveal and additive effect on CEN transcript concentrations, 

indicating that both act in one pathway. Depleting all three proteins (RIO1-AID TRF4-AID 

RAT1-AID strain + 500µM auxin) confirmed CEN RNA turnover both by the Rio1-Rat1 axis, 

and the nuclear exosome (Fig. 4c, Extended Data Fig. 4). 

As for the periCEN transcripts, they accumulated when Rat1 was removed, similar to 

depleting Rio1 or Trf4 (Fig. 4c, Extended Data Fig. 4). When these proteins were removed in 

double and triple combinations, we observed complex outcomes. Indeed, while the periCEN 

RNA levels increased, they never exceeded those in the Rio1-depleted cells (Fig. 4c). 

Possibly, the already high periCEN levels resulting from single-protein depletion could 

become pernicious when combined, triggering activities that limit periCEN RNA production 

and/or buildup. 

 Purifications of Rio1 (ProteinA-Rio1) from two independent yeast cultures followed 

by mass spectrometry analyses (Extended Data Table 3) revealed interacting proteins that are 

involved in DNA segregation (including CEN-binding kinetochore proteins Cep3, Ndc10, 
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and Ybp2), that regulate RNAPII activity, as well as enzymes that act on RNA (Fig. 5). Of 

note, Rio1 and Rat1 did not co-purify each other (Fig. 5, Extended Data Fig. 5, Extended Data 

Tables 3,4), suggesting that while they lie in the same pathway they could functionally interact 

through a(n) intermediate(s). Mass spectrometry identified 23 proteins that co-purified with 

both Rio1 and Rat1 (Extended Data Tables 3,4). Noteworthy members include Not3 

(regulates gene transcription and transcript turnover), and Fun30 (chromatin remodeler 

involved in CEN silencing)47. 

 

Rio1 promotes timely and accurate kinetochore formation 

To determine whether Rio1 depletion and consequent CEN RNA accumulation affect 

kinetochore assembly, we tracked kinetochore protein Ndc80-3GFP in Rio1-AID cells treated 

with 500µM auxin or a mock from late G1 to metaphase (Fig. 6a). In the absence of auxin, 

Ndc80-3GFP levels simultaneously dropped across all centromeres in early S-phase, 

representing timely kinetochore disassembly. Ndc80 signals next rose synchronously within 

five minutes, reflecting kinetochore re-formation29. In the Rio1-depleted cells, both Ndc80 

dis- and re-assembly were untimely (asynchronous) and less explicit, suggesting aberrant 

kinetochore dynamics. Since Ndc80-3GFP levels were also lower in the Rio1-depleted cells 

(Fig. 6a) we examined kinetochore composition by quantitating the levels of Cse4-GFP-Cse4, 

CEN-binding proteins Mif2-GFP and Cnn1-3GFP, middle components Ame1-GFP and 

Mtw1-GFP, and outer protein Ndc80-3GFP in all cell cycle stages of Rio1-AID yeast treated 

with 500µM auxin or a mock (Fig. 6b, Extended Data Fig. 6a). We measured increased levels 

of Cse4 and Mif2, decreased levels of Cnn1 and Ndc80, while Ame1 and Mtw1 were not 

affected (Fig. 6b). We also observed a singular GFP dot, distant from the spindle-bound 

kinetochores, at which only Cse4 and Ame1 localized (Fig. 7a). The dot was present in all 

cell cycle stages, lied inside the nucleus, away from the nucleolus (Fig. 7b). Since the other 
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kinetochore reporter proteins did not localize at the dot, it likely represented a premature 

kinetochore formed on unbound chromosomes. Indeed, anti-GFP ChIP-qPCR analysis of 

Cse4 at CEN5 and CEN8, at ACT1 (negative control), and at six top-scoring loci shown to 

recruit Cse4 when overexpressed19,48 identified Cse4 only at centromeres in Rio1-AID cells 

treated with auxin or a mock (Extended Data Fig. 6b), indicating that the GFP dot represented 

CEN-bound Cse4, and Cse4-recruited Ame1. Of note, the cells did not arrest at the 

metaphase-anaphase transition, possibly because the spindle checkpoint requires structurally 

intact kinetochores to act on. 

Given the aberrant kinetochore composition and unaligned Cse4-Ame1-CEN signal 

in Rio1-depleted yeast, we next examined chromosome segregation by tracking a centromere-

harboring chromosome fragment (colony-sectoring assay49, Extended Data Fig. 7). When 

RIO1 and RIO1-AID cells were grown for 2 divisions (6h) under Rio1-lowering conditions 

(100µM auxin), and then transferred to agar-based medium lacking auxin, we observed an 

eight-fold increase in sectored colonies for the RIO1-AID strain (Fig. 7c), corroborating that 

Rio1 activity prevents chromosome loss. 

 

RioK1 downregulates centromeric RNA levels in human cells 

Rio1 promotes pre-rRNA processing50 and small ribosomal subunit maturation32,51-54 in yeast 

and human cells51,55. To examine whether its regulation of CEN RNA is similarly conserved, 

we inducibly removed RioK1 from human RPE-1 cells both by a quick (<3h) auxin-induced 

degradation of mAID-RioK156 (Extended Data Fig. 8) and a gradual knock-down (72h) using 

RNA interference (Extended Data Fig. 9). RT-qPCR analysis of the alphoid CEN sequence 

using two independent primer sets (one canonical, one CEN11-specific), consistently 

revealed 2.5-3-fold increase in CEN transcript levels using both depletion methods (Fig. 8a). 

While we also probed the pericentromeric transcripts, the redundant composition of the 
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periCEN regions prevented an unbiased identification. We further measured a significant 

increase in micronuclei in the siRNA_RioK1-depleted cells after three cell divisions (72h), as 

compared to the cells treated with negative-control siRNAs (Fig. 8b). Since micronuclei form 

following chromosome mis-segregation, our combined findings suggest that RioK1 also 

downregulates CEN activity in humans to prevent chromosomal instability. 

 

Discussion 

In budding yeast, dual-specificity protein kinase Rio1 (phosphorylates serine, tyrosine, and 

threonine in vivo and/or in vitro)57 orchestrates a signaling network at the DNA, RNA, and 

protein levels to regulate growth and proliferation in response to nutrient availability, similar 

to kinases Tor1/mTor28. Within this context, we now identify Rio1 as a determinant of CEN 

and periCEN activity, kinetochore formation, and chromosome segregation, therewith adding 

a new layer to cell division control. The demand by kinetochores for extremely low levels of 

CEN transcripts establishes centromeres as highly negative environments for CEN RNA 

production. While Cbf1 represses RNAPII activity, and RNase H paces CEN transcription 

elongation by resolving R-loops, Rio127,57 reduces local RNAPII activity by phospho-

regulating its C-terminal domain. The purification with Rio1 of general transcription factors, 

mediator subunits, and RNAPII elongation and termination factors suggests that its control of 

CEN RNA production may be  extensive. The Rio1-RNAPII relationship might also act 

beyond centromeres and pericentromeres as depleting Rio1 alters the levels of various 

transcripts, none of which encode kinetochore subunits28, underlining that the here-observed 

kinetochore phenotypes derive from aberrant kinetochore recruitment. Rio1 co-purifying 

Ndc10 and Cep3 (subunits of kinetochore’s most upstream CBF3 complex), and CBF3 

component Skp1, which regulates CBF3 formation and degradation58,59, places Rio1 directly 
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at the CEN chromatin where it can monitor CEN RNA levels and orchestrate kinetochore 

(dis)assembly (Fig. 8c). 

Rio1 further ensures low CEN RNA levels by promoting their turnover, independently 

from TRAMP/exosome activity21. Our epistatic analyses place Rio1 in one pathway with the 

5’-3’ exoribonuclease Rat1. Since Rat1 not only disposes of transcripts, but also incites 

RNAPII transcription termination60, Rio1 might also exploit that ability of Rat1 to modulate 

RNAPII termination activity. Since Rio1 and Rat1 did not co-purify each other, they may 

collaborate indirectly. Indeed, we identified a number of proteins present in both the Rio1 and 

Rat1 interactomes (Extended Data Tables 3,4), some of which could functionally connect 

Rio1 and Rat1. 

Though we identified CEN RNAs extending beyond the CEN core sequence, with 

lengths of up to 11,000nt; we also discriminated pools of shorter fragments (<200nt to 

5,000nt). Especially intriguing are the 119±40nt transcripts that overlap the centromere, 

which we consistently identified in both wild-type yeast and, at higher concentrations, in yeast 

lacking TRAMP/nuclear exosome activity (trf4) (Extended Data Fig. 1b). These transcripts 

are highly specific, and could be the result of explicit CEN processing or represent specific 

transcription products. Currently, no information exists as to transcription start sites upstream 

or within centromeres (there may be numerous, as in S. pombe7). Nevertheless, since most 

short CEN transcripts initiate downstream of CDEI; the binding site for transcription factor 

Cbf1, transcript-initiation positions could well reflect transcription start sites. Given their 

overlap with the kinetochore recruiting CEN elements, it is tempting to speculate that these 

short transcripts promote CEN identity, kinetochore assembly and stability. 

We also found that the noncoding pericentromeres are actively transcribed. 

Unexpectedly, the levels of the produced transcripts exceeded those deriving from the 

enclosed centromeres with one or more orders of magnitude. Rio1 also downregulates their 
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production and turnover, while Rat1, TRAMP/exosome, and RNase H are similarly involved 

in regulating periCEN RNA levels. A common regulatory network thus acts at the CEN and 

periCEN domains, albeit with different intensities. Though present as long transcripts, 

pericentromeric RNAs accumulate largely as heterogeneous <200nt fragments. Do their 

exuberant levels help to insulate the centromere domain? While S. cerevisiae, in contrast to 

fission yeast, did not evolve the siRNA interference pathway, it could employ its host of RNA-

processing enzymes to cleave, trim, and mature these transcripts. Similarly to S. pombe, the 

periCEN RNAs might recruit epigenetic enzymes to compact the CEN core flanking domains, 

allowing centromeres to stand out for kinetochore recruitment. 

Analysis of our previous RNA MiSeq data obtained from three independent Rio1-AID 

cultures treated with 500µm auxin or a mock28 did not allow us to identify CEN transcripts 

(due to lower sequencing depth) but confirmed a significant increase in periCEN RNA 

concentrations in the Rio1-depleted cells. Importantly, we did not detect longer lengths for 

the periCEN transcripts, indicating that Rio1 is not involved in periCEN RNA maturation. 

In human cells, the CTD of RNAPII acting at centromeres is phosphorylated at Ser2 

and Ser5 by still-unidentified kinases5,61. Since orthologue RioK1 downregulates CEN 

transcript levels, its activity may add to the above CTD-based modulation of RNAPII to 

complement the CEN histone code62. Mis-regulated CEN RNA levels interfere with CENP-

A recruitment6,7,10, and cause chromosomal instability63. The accumulation of micronuclei in 

RioK1-depleted cells are in line with this model. Anomalous CEN transcript levels 

characterize various malignancies12-15, establishing them as potential biomarkers for breast 

cancer64. Recent work with human cells and mice provided evidence that a dysregulation of 

centromeres12-14,65 and pericentromeres66,67 contribute to tumorigenesis. While centromeric 

mis-expression predicts cancer patient survival and response to radiotherapy and 

chemotherapy13, increased levels of pericentromeric satellite III transcripts in mice provoked 
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resistance towards chemotherapeutic agent etoposide, a phenotype that was rescued by 

lowering satIII expression68. 

Given that RIOK1 expression is driven by oncogenic transcription factor c-Myc57 it is 

not surprising that RioK1 levels are elevated in myriad malignancies. In fact, overexpressing 

only RIOK1 drives lung and breast cancer formation and metastasis in vivo69. Enhancing 

RioK1 instability by altering its post-translational modifications impeded the progression of 

gastric and colorectal cancers70. While RioK1 is valued especially for its role in small 

ribosomal subunit maturation, we hope that its present identification as a guardian of CEN 

activity and chromosome segregation will help to accelerate research into this understudied 

oncogenic kinase. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1 │ Characterization of centromeric and pericentromeric transcripts. a, The CEN 

and periCEN RNAs derived from chromosome 5 are displayed as arrows (indicating transcript 

orientation, start and end points) that were mapped onto the S. cerevisiae genome. Total RNA 

(including the chromatin-embedded transcripts) was isolated from two mid-exponential 

cultures of both wild-type yeast and a trf4∆ mutant (deficient in nuclear exosome activity), 

converted into cDNA, and deep-sequenced (HiSeq RNA-Seq). The displayed CEN and 

periCEN RNAs were identified in at least two of the four samples. Transcript color intensity 

(grey scale) correlates with their abundance (number of reads). The yellow box details the 

CEN5 sequence and position of the oligomers used to quantitate the CEN5 and periCEN5 

RNAs by RT-qPCR analysis. b, The centromeric transcripts (length and numbers of read 

pairs) identified in two independent, mid-exponential cultures of wild-type yeast are shown 

and color-coded for their chromosome of origin. The inset shows the transcript read pairs with 

a length <200nt. c, The pericentromeric transcripts (length and numbers of read pairs) 

identified in two independent, mid-exponential cultures of wild-type yeast are shown, and 

color-coded for their chromosome of origin. The periCEN transcript origins lie within 500bp 

left and right of the CEN sequence, and not overlap with it. The inset shows the periCEN 

transcript read pairs with a length <200nt. Of note, the scale for the periCEN RNA read 

numbers is in Log2, compared to the linear scale for the number of CEN RNA read pairs 

shown in panel b. 

 

Fig. 2 │ Cell cycle stage-dependent regulation of CEN and periCEN RNA levels. a, The 

CEN and periCEN transcripts derived from chromosomes 5 and 8 measured in wild-type yeast 

(RIO1) and in a RIO1-AID strain treated with 500µM auxin or a mock. Their concentrations 

were normalized to those of ACT1 mRNA (both measured by RT-qPCR), and then referenced 
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to the corresponding CEN and periCEN RNA levels in the wild-type strain (value = 1). The 

data were derived from three independent biological experiments. b, CEN5 and periCEN5 

(downstream of CEN5), CEN8 and periCEN8 (upstream of CEN8) transcript numbers 

through a synchronous cell cycle (α-factor arrest-and-release from late G1; T = 0 min) in the 

RIO1-AID strain treated with 500µM auxin or a mock. Transcript levels were normalized to 

those of ACT1 (all measured by RT-qPCR). The number of transcript molecules were derived 

from the standard curves established for each primer pair (Extended Data Fig. 3a). c, Upper 

panel: quantitative immunofluorescence analysis of 6Myc-Rio1 (anti-Myc) and Ndc80-3GFP 

(anti-GFP) levels in spread nuclei isolated from cells synchronously released into the cell 

cycle from late G1 (α-factor arrest-and-release). Lower panel: western hybridization blot 

showing 6Myc-Rio1 protein levels (anti-Myc) through the cell cycle (Pgk1 acts as the loading 

control). d, CEN5 and CEN8 transcript levels in wild-type yeast (NDC10) and in a 

temperature-sensitive ndc10-1 mutant synchronously released into the cell cycle at 37°C from 

late G1 (α-factor arrest-and-release). The transcript levels were normalized to those of ACT1 

mRNA (both quantitated by RT-qPCR). The numbers of CEN RNA molecules were 

calculated from the standard curves established for each primer pair (Extended Data Fig. 3a). 

The error bars in panels a-d represent standard deviations. Confidence levels (p-values) were 

calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed student t-test. 

 

Fig. 3 │ Rio1-mediated downregulation of CEN transcript levels, and negative control -

in parallel to Cbf1- of RNA polymerase II activity. a, CEN3, CEN5, and CEN8 transcript 

levels were measured in wild-type yeast (RIO1), in the RIO1-AID strain treated with 500µM 

auxin or a mock, in a cbf1∆ mutant, and in a cbf1∆ RIO1-AID strain treated with 500µM auxin 

or a mock. Transcript concentrations were normalized to those of ACT1 (both quantitated by 

RT-qPCR) and then referenced to the corresponding CEN transcript levels measured in the 
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wild-type strain (value = 1). The data were gathered from three independent biological 

experiments. b, RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) occupancy of CEN5/periCEN5 and 

CEN8/periCEN8, measured by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP, monoclonal anti-

RNAPII) and qPCR analysis. The RIO1-AID strain was synchronously released from late G1 

(α-factor arrest-and-release) in the presence of 500µM auxin or a mock. Cells were analyzed 

in G1, S-phase, and metaphase (M). The immunoprecipitated chromatin was quantitated as % 

of input, and normalized to the value measured in G1 (value = 1) under each condition (auxin, 

mock). The data were derived from three independent biological experiments. c, 

Phosphorylation-state analysis of the C-terminal domain (comprising 26 tandem repeats of 

Tyr1-Ser2-Pro3-Thr4-Ser5-Pro6-Ser7) of RNAPII subunit Rpb1 at CEN5/periCEN5 and 

CEN8/periCEN8. The RIO1-AID strain was released from late G1 in the presence of 500µM 

auxin or a mock, and sampled in S-phase. Monoclonal antibodies singularly recognizing the 

phosphorylated state of each phosphorylatable residue (P-Tyr1, P-Ser2, P-Thr4, P-Ser5, P-

Ser7) were used to ChIP RNAPII. Its presence at CEN5/periCEN5 and CEN8/periCEN8 was 

measured by qPCR analysis, expressed as % of input, and normalized to the value measured 

in G1 (value = 1) under both experimental conditions (auxin, mock). Anti-RNAPII ChIP-

qPCR analysis acted as the positive control for the presence of RNAPII. The data were 

gathered from minimally three (up to five) biological experiments. The error bars in panels a-

c represent standard deviations. Confidence levels (p-values) were calculated with the 

unpaired, two-tailed student t-test. 

 

Fig. 4 │ Regulation of CEN and periCEN transcript levels by Rio1, RNase H, Rat1, and 

TRAMP/nuclear exosome. a, CEN8 and periCEN8 (upstream of CEN8) transcript levels 

measured by RT-qPCR analysis in wild-type yeast (RIO1) treated with 3µM thiolutin or a 

mock, and in the RIO1-AID strain treated with 500µM auxin and 3µM thiolutin. The cells 
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(three independent biological experiments) were synchronously released into the cell cycle 

from late G1 (α-factor arrest-and-release). Samples were taken in G1 (T = 0 min), S-phase, 

and metaphase. Transcript levels were quantitated by RT-qPCR analysis, and normalized to 

those measured in the untreated wild-type strain (RIO1) at T = 0 min. b, CEN5 and periCEN5 

(downstream of CEN5), CEN8 and periCEN8 (upstream of CEN8) transcript levels in the 

RIO1-AID and RIO1-AID rnh1∆ rnh2∆ strains treated with 500µM auxin were quantitated 

and normalized to those of ACT1 mRNA (all quantitated by RT-qPCR). The data were 

gathered from three independent biological experiments. c, CEN5, CEN8, periCEN5 

(downstream of CEN5), and periCEN8 (upstream of CEN8) transcript levels were quantitated 

by RT-qPCR analysis in the indicated strains, which were treated with 500µM auxin. All 

measures were normalized to those of ACT1 mRNA (quantitated by RT-qPCR analysis) and 

referenced to the values for the RIO1 (wild-type) strain (value = 1). The data were gathered 

from three independent biological experiments. The striped-line bar color patterns represent 

the double and triple protein depletions, with each color in it representing one depleted 

protein. The error bars in the above panels represent standard deviations. Confidence levels 

(p-values) were calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed student t-test. 

 

Fig. 5 │ The Rio1 interactome. Rio1-protein interaction map derived from two independent 

ProteinA-Rio1 purifications followed by mass spectrometry analysis. Two negative control 

purifications were performed in parallel, and the proteins specifically co-purifying with Rio1 

at a confidence level of p0.05 were withheld. The confidence level for each protein is 

indicated by color intensity. High-scoring co-purifying proteins are involved in various 

aspects of cell division (chromosome segregation, regulation of cell cycle progression, DNA 

replication and repair) and RNA biology (transcription and its regulation, chromatin 

remodeling, RNA modification and degradation) are shown. Casein kinase 2 is an established 
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activator of Rio1. The proteins were functionally clustered based on their Gene Ontology 

function47. All co-purifying proteins and the corresponding volcano enrichment plots are 

presented in Extended Data Table 3. 

 

Fig. 6 │ Rio1 promotes the timely formation of structurally accurate kinetochores. a, 

Real-time imaging-based quantification of Ndc80-3GFP fluorescence levels in a RIO1-AID 

strain that was released from late G1 (α-factor arrest-and-release) in the presence of 500µM 

auxin or a mock, and tracked through S-phase. The number of cells analyzed (n) per 

microscopy field at each time-point is indicated. The cells were imaged across 25 Z-planes, 

which were then vertically projected at maximum intensity, and the fluorescence signals 

measured. The plotted data were gathered from three independent biological experiments. 

A.U. = arbitrary units. b, Quantification of fluorescence levels of GFP-labeled kinetochore 

reporter proteins at spindle-bound kinetochores in RIO1-AID strains treated for 45 min with 

500µM auxin or a mock. The number of cells analyzed (n) per cell cycle stage is indicated 

(G1 = G1, S = S-phase, M = metaphase, A = anaphase). The cells were imaged across different 

microscopy fields through 25 Z-planes, which were then vertically projected at maximum 

fluorescence intensity for signal measurement. A.U. = arbitrary units. The data were gathered 

from three independent biological experiments. The error bars in panels a and b represent 

standard deviations. Confidence levels (p-values) were calculated with the unpaired, two-

tailed student t-test. 

 

Fig. 7 │ Unaligned ectopic localization of Cse4 and Ame1 in Rio1-depleted yeast 

suffering from chromosome mis-segregation a, Fluorescence levels of Cse4-GFP-Cse4 and 

Ame1-GFP in RIO1-AID strains with marked spindle poles (Spc110-mCherry) and spindle 

microtubules (Tub1-mCherry) treated for 45 min with 500µM auxin or a mock. The number 
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of cells analyzed (n) per cell cycle stage is indicated (G1 = G1 phase, S = S phase, M = 

metaphase, A = anaphase). The cells were imaged across different microscopy fields through 

25 Z-planes, which were then vertically projected and measured for maximum fluorescence 

intensity. The right plots, which accompany the images, show the number of cells at different 

cell cycle stages that contain an unaligned ectopic GFP-Cse4-GFP or Ame1-GFP signal 

(indicated by the white arrow heads). The lower plot shows the ratio between the ectopic 

signal of Cse4-GFP-Cse4 and Ame1-GFP, and that of Cse4-GFP-Cse4 and Ame1-GFP at 

each set of clustered kinetochores in the Rio1-AID cells treated with 500µM auxin. b, 

Localization analysis of the unaligned ectopic Cse4-GFP-Cse4 signals (indicated by the white 

arrow heads) in RIO1-AID cells with marked spindle poles (Spc110-mCherry), genomic 

chromatin (Rap1-CFP), and nucleolus (rDNA array on chromosome 12; Nop1-mCherry), 

treated for 45 min with 500µM auxin. c, Measurement of chromosome fragment transmission 

fidelity in wild-type yeast (RIO1) and in a RIO1-AID strain treated with 100µM auxin for 6h 

(2 cell divisions) in 2% glucose synthetic medium. The cells were next grown on 2% glucose 

synthetic agar medium lacking auxin (5d). Colonies with red-colored sectors, indicative of 

chromosome reporter loss (Extended Data Fig. 7), were counted, and normalized to those 

measured in the wild-type RIO1 strain (value = 1). The data were gathered from three 

independent biological experiments. The error bars in panels a and c represent standard 

deviations. Confidence levels (p-values) were calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed student 

t-test. 

 

Fig. 8 │ Accumulation of CEN RNA and micronuclei in RioK1-depleted human cells, 

and working model of Rio1 activity at yeast centromeres and pericentromeres. a, Left: 

CEN11 (D11Z1) transcript levels measured by RT-qPCR analysis in mAID-RIOK1 RPE-1 

cells treated for 3h with 500µM auxin or a mock. The measurements, gathered from five 
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independent biological experiments, were normalized to GAPDH mRNA levels and 

referenced to CEN11 RNA levels measured in the mock-treated cells. mAID-RioK1 levels 

(rabbit anti-RioK1 western hybridization blot) before and after 3h of treatment with 500µM 

auxin are shown. GAPDH acted as the loading control. Right: CEN alphoid transcript levels 

measured by RT-qPCR analysis in RPE-1 cells treated for 72h with anti-RIOK1 or negative-

control siRNA primers. The data, gathered from three independent biological experiments, 

were normalized to GAPDH mRNA concentrations. Accompanying RioK1 levels (mouse 

anti-RioK1 western hybridization blot) before and after 72h of siRNA_Ctrl and 

siRNA_RioK1 treatment. b, Left: number of RPE-1 cells (n) containing micronuclei 

following 72h treatment with anti-RioK1 or negative-control siRNA primers. Right: 

Interphase RPE-1 cells with stained chromosomes (Hoechst 33342) present in an 

asynchronous culture that was treated (72h) with siRNA_Ctrl or siRNA_RioK1 primers. The 

small DNA specimens represent micronuclei (mis-segregated and damaged chromosomes). 

The error bars in panels a and b represent standard deviations. Confidence levels (p-values) 

were calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed student t-test. c, Working model of how Rio1 

ensures low CEN and periCEN RNA levels following CEN/periCEN replication in early S-

phase. Rio1 downregulates RNAPII activity at centromeres and pericentromeres, and 

promotes CEN and periCEN RNA turnover by 5’-3’ exoribonuclease Rat1, acting 

independently from 5’-3’ TRAMP/nuclear exosome. Transcription factor Cbf1 represses 

RNAPII, while RNase H resolves local R-loops therewith modulating RNAPII processivity. 

Although Rio1 strongly downregulates periCEN transcript levels, the latter remain a 

magnitude higher than those deriving from centromeres. CEN and periCEN RNAs are 

produced as long pre-transcripts which become processed (indicated by scissors), including 

into 119±40nt oligomers that overlap the CEN sequence. Maturated periCEN RNAs exist as 
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heterogeneous oligomers <200nt. Rio1 is not involved in periCEN RNA processing, and only 

promotes CEN and periCEN transcript turnover.  
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Figures

Figure 1

Characterization of centromeric and pericentromeric transcripts. a, The CEN and periCEN RNAs derived
from chromosome 5 are displayed as arrows (indicating transcript orientation, start and end points) that
were mapped onto the S. cerevisiae genome. Total RNA (including the chromatin-embedded transcripts)
was isolated from two mid-exponential cultures of both wild-type yeast and a trf4Δ mutant (de�cient in
nuclear exosome activity), converted into cDNA, and deep-sequenced (HiSeq RNA-Seq). The displayed
CEN and periCEN RNAs were identi�ed in at least two of the four samples. Transcript color intensity (grey
scale) correlates with their abundance (number of reads). The yellow box details the CEN5 sequence and
position of the oligomers used to quantitate the CEN5 and periCEN5 RNAs by RT-qPCR analysis. b, The
centromeric transcripts (length and numbers of read pairs) identi�ed in two independent, mid-exponential
cultures of wild-type yeast are shown and color-coded for their chromosome of origin. The inset shows
the transcript read pairs with a length <200nt. c, The pericentromeric transcripts (length and numbers of
read pairs) identi�ed in two independent, mid-exponential cultures of wild-type yeast are shown, and
color-coded for their chromosome of origin. The periCEN transcript origins lie within 500bp left and right
of the CEN sequence, and not overlap with it. The inset shows the periCEN transcript read pairs with a
length <200nt. Of note, the scale for the periCEN RNA read numbers is in Log2, compared to the linear
scale for the number of CEN RNA read pairs shown in panel b. 

Figure 2

Cell cycle stage-dependent regulation of CEN and periCEN RNA levels. a, The CEN and periCEN transcripts
derived from chromosomes 5 and 8 measured in wild-type yeast (RIO1) and in a RIO1-AID strain treated
with 500μM auxin or a mock. Their concentrations were normalized to those of ACT1 mRNA (both
measured by RT-qPCR), and then referenced to the corresponding CEN and periCEN RNA levels in the wild-
type strain (value = 1). The data were derived from three independent biological experiments. b, CEN5 and
periCEN5 (downstream of CEN5), CEN8 and periCEN8 (upstream of CEN8) transcript numbers through a
synchronous cell cycle (α-factor arrest-and-release from late G1; T = 0 min) in the RIO1-AID strain treated
with 500μM auxin or a mock. Transcript levels were normalized to those of ACT1 (all measured by RT-
qPCR). The number of transcript molecules were derived from the standard curves established for each
primer pair (Extended Data Fig. 3a). c, Upper panel: quantitative immuno�uorescence analysis of 6Myc-
Rio1 (anti-Myc) and Ndc80-3GFP (anti-GFP) levels in spread nuclei isolated from cells synchronously
released into the cell cycle from late G1 (α-factor arrest-and-release). Lower panel: western hybridization
blot showing 6Myc-Rio1 protein levels (anti-Myc) through the cell cycle (Pgk1 acts as the loading control).
d, CEN5 and CEN8 transcript levels in wild-type yeast (NDC10) and in a temperature-sensitive ndc10-1



mutant synchronously released into the cell cycle at 37°C from late G1 (α-factor arrest-and-release). The
transcript levels were normalized to those of ACT1 mRNA (both quantitated by RT-qPCR). The numbers of
CEN RNA molecules were calculated from the standard curves established for each primer pair (Extended
Data Fig. 3a). The error bars in panels a-d represent standard deviations. Con�dence levels (p-values)
were calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed student t-test. 

Figure 3

Rio1-mediated downregulation of CEN transcript levels, and negative control -in parallel to Cbf1- of RNA
polymerase II activity. a, CEN3, CEN5, and CEN8 transcript levels were measured in wild-type yeast (RIO1),
in the RIO1-AID strain treated with 500μM auxin or a mock, in a cbf1Δ mutant, and in a cbf1Δ RIO1-AID
strain treated with 500μM auxin or a mock. Transcript concentrations were normalized to those of ACT1
(both quantitated by RT-qPCR) and then referenced to the corresponding CEN transcript levels measured
in the wild-type strain (value = 1). The data were gathered from three independent biological experiments.
b, RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) occupancy of CEN5/periCEN5 and CEN8/periCEN8, measured by
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP, monoclonal anti-RNAPII) and qPCR analysis. The RIO1-AID strain
was synchronously released from late G1 (α-factor arrest-and-release) in the presence of 500μM auxin or
a mock. Cells were analyzed in G1, S-phase, and metaphase (M). The immunoprecipitated chromatin was
quantitated as % of input, and normalized to the value measured in G1 (value = 1) under each condition
(auxin, mock). The data were derived from three independent biological experiments. c, Phosphorylation-
state analysis of the C-terminal domain (comprising 26 tandem repeats of Tyr1-Ser2-Pro3-Thr4-Ser5-Pro6-
Ser7) of RNAPII subunit Rpb1 at CEN5/periCEN5 and CEN8/periCEN8. The RIO1-AID strain was released
from late G1 in the presence of 500μM auxin or a mock, and sampled in S-phase. Monoclonal antibodies
singularly recognizing the phosphorylated state of each phosphorylatable residue (P-Tyr1, P-Ser2, P-Thr4,
P-Ser5, P-Ser7) were used to ChIP RNAPII. Its presence at CEN5/periCEN5 and CEN8/periCEN8 was
measured by qPCR analysis, expressed as % of input, and normalized to the value measured in G1 (value
= 1) under both experimental conditions (auxin, mock). Anti-RNAPII ChIP-qPCR analysis acted as the
positive control for the presence of RNAPII. The data were gathered from minimally three (up to �ve)
biological experiments. The error bars in panels a-c represent standard deviations. Con�dence levels (p-
values) were calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed student t-test. 

Figure 4

Regulation of CEN and periCEN transcript levels by Rio1, RNase H, Rat1, and TRAMP/nuclear exosome. a,
CEN8 and periCEN8 (upstream of CEN8) transcript levels measured by RT-qPCR analysis in wild-type
yeast (RIO1) treated with 3μM thiolutin or a mock, and in the RIO1-AID strain treated with 500μM auxin
and 3μM thiolutin. The cells (three independent biological experiments) were synchronously released into
the cell cycle from late G1 (α-factor arrest-and-release). Samples were taken in G1 (T = 0 min), S-phase,



and metaphase. Transcript levels were quantitated by RT-qPCR analysis, and normalized to those
measured in the untreated wild-type strain (RIO1) at T = 0 min. b, CEN5 and periCEN5 (downstream of
CEN5), CEN8 and periCEN8 (upstream of CEN8) transcript levels in the RIO1-AID and RIO1-AID rnh1Δ
rnh2Δ strains treated with 500μM auxin were quantitated and normalized to those of ACT1 mRNA (all
quantitated by RT-qPCR). The data were gathered from three independent biological experiments. c, CEN5,
CEN8, periCEN5 (downstream of CEN5), and periCEN8 (upstream of CEN8) transcript levels were
quantitated by RT-qPCR analysis in the indicated strains, which were treated with 500μM auxin. All
measures were normalized to those of ACT1 mRNA (quantitated by RT-qPCR analysis) and referenced to
the values for the RIO1 (wild-type) strain (value = 1). The data were gathered from three independent
biological experiments. The striped-line bar color patterns represent the double and triple protein
depletions, with each color in it representing one depleted protein. The error bars in the above panels
represent standard deviations. Con�dence levels (p-values) were calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed
student t-test. 

Figure 5

The Rio1 interactome. Rio1-protein interaction map derived from two independent ProteinA-Rio1
puri�cations followed by mass spectrometry analysis. Two negative control puri�cations were performed
in parallel, and the proteins speci�cally co-purifying with Rio1 at a con�dence level of p≤0.05 were
withheld. The con�dence level for each protein is indicated by color intensity. High-scoring co-purifying
proteins are involved in various aspects of cell division (chromosome segregation, regulation of cell cycle
progression, DNA replication and repair) and RNA biology (transcription and its regulation, chromatin
remodeling, RNA modi�cation and degradation) are shown. Casein kinase 2 is an established activator of
Rio1. The proteins were functionally clustered based on their Gene Ontology function47. All co-purifying
proteins and the corresponding volcano enrichment plots are presented in Extended Data Table 3. 

Figure 6

Rio1 promotes the timely formation of structurally accurate kinetochores. a, Real-time imaging-based
quanti�cation of Ndc80-3GFP �uorescence levels in a RIO1-AID strain that was released from late G1 (α-
factor arrest-and-release) in the presence of 500μM auxin or a mock, and tracked through S-phase. The
number of cells analyzed (n) per microscopy �eld at each time-point is indicated. The cells were imaged
across 25 Z-planes, which were then vertically projected at maximum intensity, and the �uorescence
signals measured. The plotted data were gathered from three independent biological experiments. A.U. =
arbitrary units. b, Quanti�cation of �uorescence levels of GFP-labeled kinetochore reporter proteins at
spindle-bound kinetochores in RIO1-AID strains treated for 45 min with 500μM auxin or a mock. The
number of cells analyzed (n) per cell cycle stage is indicated (G1 = G1, S = S-phase, M = metaphase, A =
anaphase). The cells were imaged across different microscopy �elds through 25 Z-planes, which were



then vertically projected at maximum �uorescence intensity for signal measurement. A.U. = arbitrary
units. The data were gathered from three independent biological experiments. The error bars in panels a
and b represent standard deviations. Con�dence levels (p-values) were calculated with the unpaired, two-
tailed student t-test. 

Figure 7

Unaligned ectopic localization of Cse4 and Ame1 in Rio1-depleted yeast suffering from chromosome mis-
segregation a, Fluorescence levels of Cse4-GFP-Cse4 and Ame1-GFP in RIO1-AID strains with marked
spindle poles (Spc110-mCherry) and spindle microtubules (Tub1-mCherry) treated for 45 min with 500μM
auxin or a mock. The number of cells analyzed (n) per cell cycle stage is indicated (G1 = G1 phase, S = S
phase, M = metaphase, A = anaphase). The cells were imaged across different microscopy �elds through
25 Z-planes, which were then vertically projected and measured for maximum �uorescence intensity. The
right plots, which accompany the images, show the number of cells at different cell cycle stages that
contain an unaligned ectopic GFP-Cse4-GFP or Ame1-GFP signal (indicated by the white arrow heads).
The lower plot shows the ratio between the ectopic signal of Cse4-GFP-Cse4 and Ame1-GFP, and that of
Cse4-GFP-Cse4 and Ame1-GFP at each set of clustered kinetochores in the Rio1-AID cells treated with
500μM auxin. b, Localization analysis of the unaligned ectopic Cse4-GFP-Cse4 signals (indicated by the
white arrow heads) in RIO1-AID cells with marked spindle poles (Spc110-mCherry), genomic chromatin
(Rap1-CFP), and nucleolus (rDNA array on chromosome 12; Nop1-mCherry), treated for 45 min with
500μM auxin. c, Measurement of chromosome fragment transmission �delity in wild-type yeast (RIO1)
and in a RIO1-AID strain treated with 100μM auxin for 6h (2 cell divisions) in 2% glucose synthetic
medium. The cells were next grown on 2% glucose synthetic agar medium lacking auxin (5d). Colonies
with red-colored sectors, indicative of chromosome reporter loss (Extended Data Fig. 7), were counted,
and normalized to those measured in the wild-type RIO1 strain (value = 1). The data were gathered from
three independent biological experiments. The error bars in panels a and c represent standard deviations.
Con�dence levels (p-values) were calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed student t-test. 

Figure 8

Accumulation of CEN RNA and micronuclei in RioK1-depleted human cells, and working model of Rio1
activity at yeast centromeres and pericentromeres. a, Left: CEN11 (D11Z1) transcript levels measured by
RT-qPCR analysis in mAID-RIOK1 RPE-1 cells treated for 3h with 500μM auxin or a mock. The
measurements, gathered from �ve independent biological experiments, were normalized to GAPDH mRNA
levels and referenced to CEN11 RNA levels measured in the mock-treated cells. mAID-RioK1 levels (rabbit
anti-RioK1 western hybridization blot) before and after 3h of treatment with 500μM auxin are shown.
GAPDH acted as the loading control. Right: CEN alphoid transcript levels measured by RT-qPCR analysis
in RPE-1 cells treated for 72h with anti-RIOK1 or negative-control siRNA primers. The data, gathered from



three independent biological experiments, were normalized to GAPDH mRNA concentrations.
Accompanying RioK1 levels (mouse anti-RioK1 western hybridization blot) before and after 72h of
siRNA_Ctrl and siRNA_RioK1 treatment. b, Left: number of RPE-1 cells (n) containing micronuclei
following 72h treatment with anti-RioK1 or negative-control siRNA primers. Right: Interphase RPE-1 cells
with stained chromosomes (Hoechst 33342) present in an asynchronous culture that was treated (72h)
with siRNA_Ctrl or siRNA_RioK1 primers. The small DNA specimens represent micronuclei (mis-
segregated and damaged chromosomes). The error bars in panels a and b represent standard deviations.
Con�dence levels (p-values) were calculated with the unpaired, two-tailed student t-test. c, Working model
of how Rio1 ensures low CEN and periCEN RNA levels following CEN/periCEN replication in early S-phase.
Rio1 downregulates RNAPII activity at centromeres and pericentromeres, and promotes CEN and periCEN
RNA turnover by 5’-3’ exoribonuclease Rat1, acting independently from 5’-3’ TRAMP/nuclear exosome.
Transcription factor Cbf1 represses RNAPII, while RNase H resolves local R-loops therewith modulating
RNAPII processivity. Although Rio1 strongly downregulates periCEN transcript levels, the latter remain a
magnitude higher than those deriving from centromeres. CEN and periCEN RNAs are produced as long
pre-transcripts which become processed (indicated by scissors), including into 119±40nt oligomers that
overlap the CEN sequence. Maturated periCEN RNAs exist as heterogeneous oligomers <200nt. Rio1 is
not involved in periCEN RNA processing, and only promotes CEN and periCEN transcript turnover. 
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